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Ed ucation is a business partnership. Do employers
agree?
By Prue Cruickshank, UNITEC Institute of Technology,
Auckland.
At the 1997 New Zealand Diploma in Business (NZDipBus) conference a
survey of employers' views, commissioned by the Association of
Polytechnics in New Zealand (APNZ), was presented. The main focus of
that survey was to establish the perception that employers had of the
NZDipBus compared with a unit standards based diploma. In addition the
survey provided considerable information on the employers' perception of
courses and the overall value of the NZDipBus.
In April 2000 employers of NZDipBus part time UNITEC students, were

surveyed to gauge any changes in the public profile of the programme in
the Auckland region since the 1997 national survey.
The survey also asked how employers support their employees who are
studying. It then seeks the employers' views on whether they believe that
education and training is a private benefit only or whether it also benefits
industry. In an industrial environment of increasing pressure of work on
employees, including longer working hours, and performance based
contracts, the stresses and costs of studying part time appear to be
growing. This study is intended to indicate what value employers place on
their employees' efforts.
Methodology
A pilot questionnaire was tested on an employer who had earlier
suggested that such a survey be undertaken. As both a Diploma student
and a manager signing off the training needs of his staff, he believed it
was important that employers be asked for their perception of the value of
the NZDipBus. He was also a member of the Advisory Committee.
A database of employers' names was compiled from student records, and
the questionnaire was despatched anonymously. 170 questionnaires were
prepared for despatch, but these had to be informally purged as
duplications were discovered. These arose from part time students
studying more than one paper, or when one employer/organisation
supported several staff members in their studies. Approximately 150
questionnaires were despatched, 39 replies were received (including one
from East Timor), seven were Return to sender or incomplete. This gives
an approximate completed return rate of 26%.
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Training options have traditionally divided into customisation or generic
training. Generic training is useful where only a few individuals, or an
urgent need is involved. The New Zealand Diploma in Business often
meets this generic training need, and offers some opportunities for
specialisation. Staff education and training can be accommodated within
existing programmes to give them an understanding of the theory and the
application of this knowledge. There is an added advantage is for such
staff attending regular classes to network and build contacts.
Jim Collins, New Zealand general manager of David Forman, recommends
that companies should consider a provider which has a commitment to
research and development. Ideally he suggests, the provider would also be
innovative and creative.
A 1996 British study (BPRC Focus Group: Education Challenge, 1Jusiness
process' learning) had the single objective to "achieve sustained and deep
learning leading to continuous industrial learning" . The study identified
the trends as globalisation, and the pace and complexity of change. These
required industry to have a more innovative and flexible approach both in
delivery and assessment. Such trends can have "profound implications on
business processes, the skills and capabilities required of the workforce
and the nature of the learning contract". This process facilitates deep and
effective learning which will enable ongoing improvement. This is what
employees who are undertaking study are recognising and preparing
themselves for.
This leads to questioning the efficacy of the current education system to
cope with such changes. It is imperative that education plays a dynamic
role in broadening the horizons of business leaders. The pace of change
and globalisation provide an opportunity to leverage the potential of
education if it truly enables industry to learn more useful skills.
Education can promote innovation, as managers are too busy to access and
digest a range of alternatives to conventionalleaming. The suggestion is
that there is a growing market for educational institutions to offer
alternative, open education options which would service industry
managers, in a timely, cost effective and supportive manner.
In 1996 in Britain, contrasting with the New Zealand situation outlined
above, many British companies did not recognise the need for generalist
business skills, as they could not see how these would improve their
technological capability or provide them with much greater competitive
advantage in their local markets.
The BPRC Focus Group however, identified that managers required wellpractised 'business thinking skills' as well as technological and commercial
knowledge. The desire for more strategic thinking was constrained by the
operational pressures of the businesses. All industrialists testified
education was a powerful mechanism to aid managers' development and
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Table 2
Familiarity with NZDipBus. 1997 Survey
ACNielsen.McNair June 1997 national survey:
11 % had never heard of the NZDipBus
35% had heard of it, but knew nothing about it.
30% knew just a little bit about it
17% knew it fairly well
7% knew it very well
It would be expected that the UNITEC survey would have a higher result
due to the selection of the respondents.
•

Valuable aspects and strengths of NZDipBus

When employers were asked to rate the importance of various aspects of
what they might want from the NZDipBus the following results were
obtained. (Refer to Appendix I, Question 4)

Table 3 Valuable aspects of NZDipBus 1997 and 2000
(1997 "Main strengths of NZDipBus'')
1m

1

2
3
4
5

6

Provides a good general ovelViewlintroduction to
business
Covers a broad range of subjects
Provides students with practical business skills
Provides a good fIrst step to further learning
Demonstrates someone has a particular set of
skills
Demonstrates motivation and goal achievement

2000
Rank
N=39

1997
Rank
n=105

2.8

6

1

2.7
2.4
2.6
2.8

2
5
4
1

3
4
5

2.7

3

6

p

2

The 2000 survey results in the same second ranking for Covers a broad
range of subjects and fourth ranking for Provides a good first step to further
learning. However there is a marked change in the ranking of Provides a
good general overviewlintroduction to business which was ranked first in
1997, but last in 2000 by those more familiar with the NZDipBus. In 2000
employers have identified that the NZDipBus Demonstrates someone has a
particular set of skills as their first ranking.
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Table 7 Relevance of core courses
Course
Accounting Principles
Commercial Law
Economic Environment
Organisation & Mana~ment
Business Communication
Computer Concepts

Ranking
4
6
6
2
1
3

Relevance
2.83
3.43
3.52
2.13
1.91
2.40

1997 Ranking
4
6
6
3
1
2

From Table 7 it is evident that the rankings have remained similar to
those of 1997. In both surveys Business Communication is ranked first,
followed by Computer Concepts and Organisation & Management.
Accounting Principles is ranked fourth, followed by Commercial Law and

Ecorwmic Environment.
•
Employer Support for Employees
In the drive to achieve a "knowledge economy", and as
government subsidies are reduced, fees rise, it was interesting to ascertain
how this group of employers support their staff.
Table 8
Employers Contribution
Pay all fees (iricluding textbooks)Pay atl fees (exCluding 1eJdbooks)
Pay part of their course fees
Pay fees at the beginning of the course
Pay on results
A.ow· time off for classes
Allow fJexitime but time must be made up
Other

22.37%
9.21~

5.26%
7.89OA
17.11°-'
J

21.05~

9.21%
7.89%

•

Perception of EducationlI'raining as a Private or Shared
Benefit
In an Information Society it is interesting to learn how employers see the
value of education and training and who benefits from it.
Table 9 Educationlrraining - Private or Shared Benefit
Please indicate (by ticking) which is closest to your thinking:
Education and training is a private benefit to the individual.
2.6%
Education and traimnc is a shared benef!it to the individual and industry.
25%
Education and training is a benefit to industry.
2.5%
Education and training is a benefit to the community.
6.0 %
·lWueatitm and traimntJ is tl shared benefit twtween the individual. the community and
•
.:.I. .~.
.
6&%

-
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the easy access to degree studies. In the employers' survey this is ranked
4th.

The support provided by employers to staff is disheartening as only a third
pay all their employee's fees. This is most likely linked to the smaller
business factor. However in these situations it is perhaps more important
for staff to have educational opportunities and to develop innovative and
creative responses to problem solving.
The survey, though only a limited snapshot of employer responses,
appears to confirm the findings of the 1997 ACNeilsenMcNair national
survey. It also explores the views of employers on contributing to the
knowledge economy by supporting the learning and development of their
staff, and honing the competitive edge of both parties.
More detailed research on the needs and perspectives of employers would
be constructive to ensure that the investment made by society (through
taxes), the employer (by paying fees), and the individual (in time and
effort) together build a competitive knowledge economy, capable of
competing effectively in the world market.
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